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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

By 14 CE, the 

roman world 

encircled the entire 

Mediterranean and 

spanned from the 

North to the Red 

sea
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

• Once the Roman Western Empire fell in 476, the 

Frankish kingdom emerged and expanded little by 

little into the  Alamanni, and the territory called 

Austrasia. By 500, Clovis united all the Frankish 

Tribes. Clovis Catholicism was lengthened 

subjugating the Arianism.

• During the 5th and 6th centuries, the next 

Merovingian Franks Kings conquered  the Burgundy 

region, the principality of Metz, the Saxons, the 

Danish and Visigoths.

• The model of empire with semi-autonomous states 

or dukes (either Franks or local rulers) started in the 

Middle Ages and has continued until these days.

• The Frankish territories continued growing over 

time. By 751 King Pippin III, anointed by the Catholic 

Church,  allowed the sovereignty of the Papal States. 

Charlemagne amalgamated the Frankish growth 

with the consolidation of the Saxon and the 

Bavarian regions.

• As of the year 800, with Charlemagne, the Frankish 

Kingdom of Germania was crowned as “Imperator 

Romanorum” in Rome.

The Frankish kingdom
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

• In the year 843, the three grandsons of Charlemagne 

were the recipients of his Frankish kingdom, called the 

Carolingian Empire. Lewis (Louis) the German took the 

Eastern portion. Lothar, inherited the central part of it, 

included Rome. And Charles, the western part. 

• The eastern Carolingian kings ruled the East Frankish 

Kingdom, what is now Germany and Austria and part 

of Italy; the western Carolingian kings ruled the West 

Frankish Kingdom, what became France. 

• In 936, Otto I was crowned German King at Aachen, 

King of Italy in Pavia, and crowned emperor in Rome in 

962. This is the origin or how then the Holy Roman 

Empire was conformed in the 12th century.

• During Otto´s kingdom he wrested from the nobles 

the Powers of appointment of the bishops and abbots, 

who controlled large land holdings.

• Otto turned the clergy bishops into “princes of the 

Empire”. And that is how Catholicism expanded as a 

national church. But with a price: Otto I controlled and 

left the church and the election of the pope 

subordinated under its imperial authority.  

• The papacy regained its supreme control over religious 

affairs in 1122.
Map source: https://etc.usf.edu/maps/pages/10400/10430/10430.htm

After Charlemagne until Otto´s
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

• The Holy Roman Empire or HRE (Sacrum Romanum Imperium) brand was 

established in 1180, but it didn´t settle until 1254 and onwards. 

• Between 1125 to 1254, the whole region of Germania (look at the map to your 

right) was under the Domain of the Hohenstaufen.

• The Hohenstaufen emperors or the Staufer Dynasty (from the region under the 

Duchy of Swabia)  reigned more than  century, and I bring it back to your memory, 

because this was the state of the German Territories before the setting up of the 

HRE.

• The Hohenstaufen emperors were the first ones in the Middle-Ages to put limits to 

the Pope: “The one who is chosen by election of each of the Duchies and respective 

princes, he alone is the true emperor, even before he has been confirmed by the 

Pope”.

• The tensions between the Pope and the Hohenstaufen dynasty kings continued, 

until Frederick II who administered the state from Sicily. Under Frederick II, the 

concept of independent territorial states soared. It is in this specific moment in time 

in which the future organization of German territories settled under the HRE: 

Map source: https://etc.usf.edu/maps/pages/10400/10430/10430.htm

Duchies

Counties Principalities

Imperial Free 

Cities 

Dioceses

Archbishoprics

The Hohnestaufen heritage
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

Map source: https://www.britannica.com/event/Crusades/images-videos

The crusades
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

Map source: https://www.britannica.com/event/Crusades/images-videos

The crusades also occurred in the context of the consolidation of 

the Holy Roman Empire of Germanic Nations

Scenes from the First Crusade (People's Crusade), 

illustration by Sebastian Marmoret, c. 1490.

Crusade 

Number

Led by Dates

First Raymond of Saint-Gilles , Godrey of Bouillon , Hugh 

of Vermandois, Bohemond of Otranto and Robert 

of Flanders

1096-1099

Second King Louis VII of France and Conrad II of Germany 1147-1149

Third Holy Roman Emperor Frederick barbarossa, Philip II 

Augustus of France, Richard I The Lionheart of 

England

1189-1192

Fourth Several French noblemen 1202-1204

Fifth Andrew II of Hungary, John of Brienne (the Titular 

King of Jerusalem

1217-1221

Sixth Frederick II, the Holy Roman Emperor 1228-1229

Seventh King Louis IX 1248-1254

Eighth King Louis IX 1270
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests. Some facts before 1500s

• After 1254, several events of consideration occurred in the HRE of Germany.

• 1356: Decree of the Golden Bull. All future emperors of the HRE would be 

elected by an electoral college of 7 members: Four secular: King of Bohemia, 

Count Palatine of the Rhine, The Duke of Saxon and the Margrave of 

Brandenburg.  And Three clerical: Archbishops of  Mainz, Trier and Cologne. 

Under the German Constitution the empire was baptized as: Sacrum Romanum 

Imperium Nationis Germanicae or the Holy Roman Empire of the German 

Nations. 

• 1347-1351: The Black Death Epidemic in Europe. The plague caused a 

reduction of the population between 40% to 60% in Europe. Aftermath: several 

years of persecution against the Jews, the minorities and foreigners.

• The commercial enterprises of the merchant traders in the Mediterranean as 

well as other emerging cities, were located around the main rivers, and created 

a new middle-class that promptly took education as a differentiation for 

further influence in those new urban centres. These new “burghers” were 

considered low uneducated, so they needed to study to be socially accepted 

by the elite nobles.

• Germany before the Hohenstaufen dynasty was living under serfdom state 

model. The common people were serving the feudal lords and owners of the 

land either secular or clerical (monasteries).

Duchies

Counties Principalities
Imperial Free 

Cities 

Dioceses

Archbishoprics

• Trade routes strengthened the concept of urban cities. 

These trading spots were founded near rivers and main 

imperial stronghold castles, with large populations. 

• The driver of wealth for the city was defined by 2 

variables:
• Is it a major harbor or port (in rivers or sea)?

• Is it a transport hub for logistics?

• The main prosperous cities were able to pay taxes. Given its 

relevance for the HRE, the status of Imperial Free city 

implied a VIP rank in which the city  enjoyed greater 

commercial and legal liberties. These free imperial cities  

didn´t comply totally comply with the local principalities or 

landlords or bishops. Examples: such as Basel, Augsburg, 

Cologne and Strasbourg,

http://www.holyromanempireassociation.com/free-imperial-cities-

of-the-holy-roman-empire.html
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

• Frederick III (king of the HRE of the German 

Nations) from 1452 to 1493 left the territory as 

you see it to your right. And here we are in the 

German Lands of the 1500s.

• According to GHDI, the four major ruling 

dynasties that gave birth to the rulers of the HRE 

of the Germanic nations were

1. The Habsburgs: 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/House

-of-Habsburg

2. The Hohenzollerns:  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Hohen

zollern-dynasty

3. The Wettin

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Wettin

-dynasty

4. The Wittelsbachs: 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/House

-of-Wittelsbach

• Charles V was born in the 1500s, and this is the 

king that we have identified as the real origin 

source  of the German Enlightenment that 

landed into the philosophes of the 17th and 

18th century later.

https://ghdi.ghi-dc.org/map.cfm?map_id=3752

https://www.britannica.com/topic/House-of-Habsburg
https://www.britannica.com/topic/House-of-Habsburg
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Hohenzollern-dynasty
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Hohenzollern-dynasty
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Wettin-dynasty
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Wettin-dynasty
https://www.britannica.com/topic/House-of-Wittelsbach
https://www.britannica.com/topic/House-of-Wittelsbach
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

“Dynastic marriages and simple chance concentrated into Charles V hands rule over the lands shown here, plus Spain’s 

overseas possessions. Crowns and titles rained down on him; his election in 1519 as emperor gave him new distractions and 

responsibilities.” https://commons.princeton.edu/mg/the-empire-of-charles-v/

Map: https://commons.princeton.edu/mg/the-empire-of-charles-v/

Portrait: https://www.rct.uk/collection/403439/emperor-charles-v-1500-58

The kingdom of Charles V

• Anyone who wishes to comprehend the 

Enlightenment period is required to 

comprehend first the economic-social-

political context of the life of Charles V 

(1500-1558).

• He was born in Flanders (part of the 

Netherlands). Charles V inherited the 

kingdom of Spain (exactly after Columbus 

discovered America); assumed the rule over 

the Dutch lands, and then crowned as King 

of Germany (1520), assuming then the role 

of the last Holy Roman Emperor crowned 

later by the Pope in 1530.

• Read his biography here:
1. https://www.amazon.com/Charles-V-Otto-Van-

Habsburg/dp/B000OKZ9SY

2. https://www.britannica.com/biography/Charles-V-Holy-

Roman-emperor

https://commons.princeton.edu/mg/the-empire-of-charles-v/
https://commons.princeton.edu/mg/the-empire-of-charles-v/
https://www.rct.uk/collection/403439/emperor-charles-v-1500-58
https://www.amazon.com/Charles-V-Otto-Van-Habsburg/dp/B000OKZ9SY
https://www.amazon.com/Charles-V-Otto-Van-Habsburg/dp/B000OKZ9SY
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Charles-V-Holy-Roman-emperor
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Charles-V-Holy-Roman-emperor
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

The empire of Charles V and his lineage. 

How did the Habsburg dinasty ended ruling the German 

Lands until 1806? Everything started with Charles V.

https://commons.princeton.edu/mg/the-empire-of-charles-v-and-the-spanish-and-austrian-

habsburg/ 
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

Please compare this map with the map of Germany 

(1500) of slide 11. 

• The revolution of 1525  under the name of 

German Peasants War, was the prelude for the 

Germans,  of what could be the meaning of a 

revolt caused by communalism (rural villages 

self governed) that had suffered great agrarian 

economic depression.

• The German nation Rulers under Charles V 

emperor, understood 264 years before the 

French Revolution, what could be a rebellion 

ignited by poverty in the center and southern 

regions of the HRE: Thuringia Franconia, 

Württemberg, Part of Lorraine, Salzburg, Tyrol 

and Saxony.

• These were zones of strong local ties of the 

peasants and weaker noble power. Agriculture 

farmers, miners (Tyrol and Saxony) also 

revolted. 

• This event was neutralized by the princely 

armies and, it also triggered  the early 

protestant reformation.

The German Peasants War 1525. 
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

• Charles V was confronted with  ups and downs to 

maintain the unity of the HRE (the Austrian and 

Spanish line territories of the Habsburg), which 

were located in the periphery (yellow colors). Take 

notice: The German Peasants´ war occurred in the 

center of the HRE.

• Charles V core mission was:

1. To keep what he received as heritage, 

including the control and expansion of Spain 

to America,

2. The defense of his territories from the 

Turkish expansion of the Ottoman Empire 

under Suleyman the Magnificent.

3. Suppress the revolts of the protestant 

princes

4. Try to conciliate a formula between 

protestants and Catholics under several 

assemblies (a Diet is an assembly meeting) 

of the Holy Roman Empire), 

5. Control de French risings and agitations.

The empire of Charles V and his lineage. 

https://ghdi.ghi-dc.org/map.cfm?map_id=2811

https://ghdi.ghi-dc.org/map.cfm?map_id=2811
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

• Martin Luther disrupted the 1500s,  with his pamphlet 

of 95 theses in 1517.

• During the next 43 years, the Protestantism (Lutherans, 

Calvinists and Zwinglians) expanded all over the North 

of Germany, some parts of the Netherlands, the 

regions around Wurttemberg.

• The Lutheran German princes in alliance with the 

French King Henry II, were the cause of the resignation  

of Charles V, who then moved to Spain.

• The 1555 peace of Augsburg decreed the recognition 

of the Lutheran religion. “Each region, its religion”.

• Ferdinand-I took the power of the House of Habsburg 

in 1556.

• The Catholic Counter-Reformation initiated in 1545 at 

the Council of Trent, was the first goal of the Jesuits, 

founded by Ignacio of Loyola in 1540. 

• In 1608 the Protestant Union of Germany and the 

Catholic League were established. 

• The “Eighty years war” (1548-1648) between Spain and 

the Netherlands began before the death of Charles V 

in 1558.

The protestants took over Germany. 
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

The end of the Thirty Years´ War (1618-1648) marks the beginning of the German Aufklärung

https://www.worldhistory.org/image/13699/map-of-the-holy-roman-empire-1648-ce/

• The “Thirty Years´ War” was the last major European 

inland conflict caused by Germany beforehand the 

2 World Wars of the 20th century.

• The causes:

1. The catholic HRE emperor Ferdinand II 

(1578-1637) became King of Bohemia in 

1617, upsetting the protestants rulers of the 

region, who initiated the Bohemian Revolt.

2. Resentment of the Habsburg HRE dynasty 

towards the new merchant burgess class and 

their control of commerce

3. Religious Catholic weakening of the HRE of 

the Germanic Nations

4. Quash Germany out of the conquer of the 

new territories in America. 

• In the Thirty Years´ War, other nations were 

engaged as Denmark, Sweden and France. On top 

the Dutch and the Spaniards too.

• As a result, the war killed around 8 million people.  

The German lands were devastated. Poverty was 

reigning and the rebuilding of the fragmented 

territories began.
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

In 1648, the Peace of Westphalia.

https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/display/document/obo-9780199743292/obo-

9780199743292-0073.xml

• The Peace of Westphalia is one of the most important 

milestones that triggered a business-political-economic 

model in state organizations: the Westphalian order.

• This agreement of peace “inaugurated a new international 

‘Westphalian system’ of equal, sovereign states which do not 

intervene in each other’s domestic affairs; and the internal-

constitutional, which alleges that the treaties granted by the 

princely territories (Imperial Estates) of the Holy Roman 

Empire sovereignty.

• This settlement also strengthened the imperial Estates: they 

could enter foreign alliances and decide important matters, 

such as peace and war, along with the emperor.

• Also, Switzerland won her legal independence as the Swiss 

Confederation.

• Religious Tolerance: Catholics and Protestants (now including 

Calvinists as well as Lutherans) accepted each other. Several 

regulations guaranteed their balance: 1624 was declared the 

“normal year” of any territory’s denomination, minorities were 

tolerated or had a right to emigrate, and no one could be 

forced to convert any longer.

• 1648, marks the beginning of the German Enlightenment

https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/display/document/obo-9780199743292/obo-9780199743292-0073.xml
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/display/document/obo-9780199743292/obo-9780199743292-0073.xml
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

The concept of the serfs in Holy Roman Empire of the Germanic Nations. .

• Serfdom was considered a service rendered by a person to 
the lord in exchange for lord’s protection and favors. Serfs 

were low class workers who were tied to the land or the 

lordship they lived on. They had to work for the family who 

owned the land and could not leave without permission and 

could not own their own land. 

• “Serfs were the poorest of the peasant class and were a type of 

slave. Lords owned the serfs who lived on their lands. In 

exchange for a place to live, serfs worked the land to grow 

crops for themselves and their lord. In addition, serfs were 

expected to work the farms for the lord and pay rent”.

• Serfdom wasn´t only for the low class poorest of the poor. 

Cottagers and Villeins were also slaves. Even Free-man were 

used as serfs if their role was in the military (knights) or 

through debt.

• Whereas enslaved people have been considered forms of 

property owned by other people, serfs were bound to the land 

they occupy from one generation to another.

• Usually, serfs in the German Lands were under the princedom 

rules. There were hundreds of territorial princes. If the ruler 

was a secular prince, or a count, or a duke, the serf must 

comply with that village or city-estate rules.

• Or if the ruler was a clerical figure or monastery, the serfs had 

to participate mainly in agrarian roles or domestic servant 

tasks. If a new noble family took over an estate, the serfs were 

transferred to the new landowner. 

• In the era of the Enlightenment, in the late 1700s, the serfs 

throughout the Holy Roman Empire were set free. The German 

Enlightenment triggered the official abolition of serfdom in 

the Holy Roman Empire of the Germanic Nations. 

• Reflection: In the 21st century, be aware of any modern 

kingdom who wishes to impose serfdom in developing 

economies. If that occurs, it is usually through the imposition 

of modern slavery using debt, using movement restriction in 

between countries, or using the burden of forced

expropriation. It is like going back to the times of the Holy 

Roman Empire of the Germanic Nations.

• Although serfdom began its decline in Europe in the Middle 

Ages, it took many hundreds of years to disappear completely. 

In our present the excessive utilization of disruptive 

technologies, WFH, automation/robotics and cryptos are a 

tool that will take us back to serfdom.

If you wish to read more:

https://www.medievaltimes.com/education/medieval-era/people

https://brewminate.com/a-history-of-serfdom/

https://www.skagitsymphony.com/germany-in-the-18th-century

https://www.medievaltimes.com/education/medieval-era/people
https://brewminate.com/a-history-of-serfdom/
https://www.skagitsymphony.com/germany-in-the-18th-century
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The evolution of the Germanic lands since the roman conquests

The concept of the serfs in Holy Roman Empire of the Germanic Nations. .

• Serfdom is around the corner in our current 

times if we are not aware of the legacy of the 

Holy Roman Empire of the Germanic Nations 

Philosophy previous to the Enlightenment.

https://pin.it/3PJlBLQ

From the Agrarian Serfdom of

the Holy Roman Empire of the

Germanic nations

From Agricultural Serfs

To the Technological Feudalism of

The 21st Century

To Data-Tech Serfs

Photo Sources:

https://towardsdatascience.com/digital-feudalism-b9858f7f9be5

https://gulfnews.com/opinion/op-eds/mobile-technology-turning-

humans-into-digital-serfs-1.800450

https://towardsdatascience.com/digital-feudalism-b9858f7f9be5
https://gulfnews.com/opinion/op-eds/mobile-technology-turning-humans-into-digital-serfs-1.800450
https://gulfnews.com/opinion/op-eds/mobile-technology-turning-humans-into-digital-serfs-1.800450
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Who was who in the German Enlightenment?

Christian 

Thomasius

Matthias 

Knutzen

Gottfried 

Leibniz

Friedrich 

Wilhelm 

Stosch

Buddeus
Johann 

Wachter

Moses 

Germanus

Christian 

Wolff

Theodor Lau
E Von

Tschirnhaus

August 

Francke

Alex 

Baumgarten

Christian 

Crusius

M. 

Mendelssohn

Gotthold E. 

Lessing

Johann 

Edelmann

Friedrich

Schiller

Johann

Herder

Immanuel 

Kant

Brothers von 

Humboldt 

Photo sources: from several public websites.
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Photo Source. Tracker. www.theoceanrace.com

On our next episode we will publish all the

relevant aspects for each of the enlightenment German figures.  

We will publish an additional episode called 5A to describe the profiles of the German 

Philosophers  and their main offerings next Sunday 12th

We expect to arrive on Sunday with all the teams.

Good luck!
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